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Welcome!   
Thank you for joining us for the First Annual Clean Energy Connections Conference and Opportunity Fair.  The 
interest in today’s event has been phenomenal!  And, with good reason... 
Clean energy can create local jobs, reduce pollution and stabilize energy costs. Even as the economy tightens, 
business and career opportunities in “green” industries are projected to grow. Here in New England, we are at the 
forefront of a nationwide movement for clean energy. Our communities, our colleges and universities, and our 
companies all stand to benefit from the rising tide of federal, state and private sector investment in energy efficiency 
and renewable power. 
The University of Massachusetts Amherst has a long history of clean energy leadership.  Today, many UMASS 
faculty and students are hard at work developing the foundational knowledge underlying next-generation clean 
energy technologies such as: off-shore wind power; low-cost, high-efficiency photovoltaic materials and fuel cells; 
cellulosic biofuels; “green” gasoline; and zero-energy homes and buildings.  When UMASS alumni enter the 
Massachusetts workforce, as more than 70 percent of our graduates do, they will help fuel the Commonwealth’s 
burgeoning clean energy economy.   
It is increasingly clear that clean energy will play a key role in the national strategy for stabilizing, stimulating, 
restoring, and growing our economy.  In his 2007 book, Apollo’s Fire: Igniting America’s Clean Energy Economy, our 
keynote speaker Bracken Hendricks writes, “A clean energy revolution represents the jobs of the future.”  Today’s 
outstanding attendance is evidence that a vision for Massachusetts’ clean energy future is coming rapidly into focus.  
All the pieces of the clean energy puzzle are represented here today: researchers, entrepreneurs, educators, 
financiers, business operators, workers, and policy makers.  We urge you to take advantage of this unique 
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Springfield, Massachusetts Welcomes You! 
As the 54th Mayor of the City of Springfield, it is my honor and pleasure to welcome you to our fine city. While 
known around the world as the birthplace of basketball and Dr. Suess, Springfield is also renowned for being a 
leader in clean and green development, being named the 4th “Greenest City” by Country Home Magazine in 
2007. Specifically, Springfield was cited for its splendid parks, the purity of its drinking water system, its 
regional recycling center, and organizations such as ReStore Home Improvement Center.  
My administration is committed to growing the clean and green sectors in the city, and we welcome you to this 
important event and hope you will take the opportunity to realize all that Springfield has to offer. 
Springfield is the cultural center of Western Massachusetts. Our world-class museums, the Springfield 
Symphony, City Stage and historic Armory rival attractions in cities twice our size. Our Basketball Hall of 
Fame is a one-of-a-kind, spherical museum that features legends of the game’s past, present and future. The 
spectacular Dr. Seuss National Memorial Sculpture Garden is a magical place that brings out the inner child in 
all who visit. 
The heart and soul of the Springfield community is found in our 17 vibrant neighborhoods and diverse citizenry. 
A vast collection of Victorian mansions and impressive architecture has earned Springfield the title “City of 
Homes.”  
Springfield has a thriving business community. While small businesses find the city a great place for a startup, 
we are also the home to large, global businesses. MassMutual Financial Group is the largest company in 
Massachusetts and employs over 27,000 people worldwide. Companiess like Smith & Wesson, Big Y Foods, 
Merriam-Webster, Performance Food Group and Peter Pan Bus Lines all call Springfield home as well as major 
healthcare providers such as Baystate Health. River’s Landing is a new riverfront complex that houses region’s 
only L.A. Fitness, Onyx restaurant, and a sports medicine complex. 
Home to four higher education institutions, Springfield is a proud affiliate of the Knowledge Corridor, which 
has the second highest number of higher education institutions in all of New England.  These are just a few 
things that make this city a great place to live, work, and visit. Please enjoy your time today both at the 
conference and here in the city of Springfield. 
Mayor Domenic J. Sarno 
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9:20 am - PLENARY ROOM 
 
WELCOME 
The Honorable Domenic Sarno, Mayor of Springfield 
Robert Holub, Chancellor, University of Massachusetts Amherst 
Paul Kostecki, Vice Chancellor for Research and Engagement, University of 
Massachusetts Amherst 
  
9:45 am -  PLENARY ROOM 
Keynote Speaker: Bracken Hendricks, Senior Fellow with the Center for American 
Progress , co-author of "Apollo's Fire: Igniting America's Clean Energy Economy " (Island 
Press, 2007) , and co-founder of the Apollo Alliance, a national movement for clean energy 
and good jobs.  
 
10:30 am - BALLROOM A 
 
Future Energy Careers - Are we on the verge of a "Green Economic Recovery" in 
Massachusetts? Two experts will share their analyses of the potential employment effects 
from state and federal clean energy investments. The panel will tackle some important 
questions: What will this industry look like in the future? What does it mean for our 
economy and our workforce? What's hot and what's hype?  
• Robert Pollin, Professor of Economics, University of Massachusetts Amherst Political 
Economy Research Institute. Author most recently of "Green Recovery: A Program to 
Create Good Jobs and Start Building a Low-Carbon Economy."  
• Kevin Doyle, Principal, GreenEconomy  
• Moderator: Alex Risley-Schroeder, Green Careers Coach, Franklin/Hampshire Regional 
Employment Board  
 
10:30 am - ROOMS 4-5 
 
Business Success Stories - An industry panel on clean energy business development 
tactics that work and enterprise opportunities for entrepreneurs and innovators.  
• Chris Kilfoyle, President, Berkshire Photovoltaics  
• Pam Howland, Principal, Natural Siding Associates  
• Mike Kocsmiersky, Vice President of Research & Development, SolarWrights  
• Marc Sternic, Vice President, Dietz and Company Architects  
• Moderator: John Laux, Chief Executive Officer, Greendustry Park 
November 22, 2008 
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11:50 am – BALLROOM A 
 
Good Jobs, Green Jobs - "Green" products and services are expanding local and national 
economies, and growing a broad spectrum of career opportunities that offer many entry 
points and possibilities for advancement. This panel will address the range of clean energy 
job prospects and training pathways from the perspective of employers, training providers, 
and incumbent workers.  
• Alex Risley-Schroeder, Green Careers Coach, Franklin/Hampshire Regional Employment 
Board & Teresa Jones, Sustainable Energy Program Coordinator, Greenfield Community 
College.  
• Chris Cato, Green Initiative Project Manager, YouthBuild Boston.  
• Mike Kocsmiersky, Vice President for Research and Development, SolarWrights.  
• Steven Roberto - Re/EE student at Greenfield Community College & Residential 
remodeling contractor. 
• Moderator: Patricia Crosby, Franklin/Hampshire Regional Employment Board  
 
11:50 am – ROOMS 4-5 
 
Invest in Our Future - A finance panel on the funding strategies and policies that support 
clean energy-driven economic development.  
• Chris Martenson, Financial Markets Analyst, ChrisMartenson.com  
• Peter Rothstein, Executive in Residence, Flagship Ventures  
• Larry Union, Chief Executive Officer, Northeast Biodiesel  
• Moderator: Joseph Steig, Long River Ventures  
 
1:05 pm – PLENARY ROOM    
NETWORKING LUNCHEON 
Today’s Luncheon is sponsored by  
the Western Massachusetts Electric Company 
 
OPPORTUNITY FAIR  
The Clean Energy Connections Opportunity Fair is sponsored by  
WGBY Public Television for Western Massachusetts
Clean Energy Connections 
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1:45 pm – BALLROOM A and ROOMS 4-5 
 
The Wellspring of Innovation - Voices of clean energy innovators, entrepreneurs, and 
organizers in the community. A series of short presentations will feature some of the many 
exciting projects, programs, enterprises and initiatives that are contributing to the 
development of a vibrant clean energy economy. 
BALLROOM A ROOMS 4-5 
1:45 
Nick Arbeloff 





UMass Amherst Wind Energy Center 1:58 
Alan Page 
Step It Up: Carbon-Neutral Energy Systems 
2:01 
John Laux 
Greendustry Park 2:06 
Simi Hoque 
UMass Amherst Green Building Program 
2:09 
Kirsten Bonanza 
Gasoline Alley Foundation 2:14 
Patricia Moss 
Ground Work - Springfield 
2:17 
Daniel Ross 
Nuestras Raíces – RootsUp Training 2:22 
Sean Jeffords 
Beyond Green Construction 
2:25 
Dhandapani "DV" Venkataraman 
UMass Amherst Fueling the Future 2:30 
Catherine Miller 
Pioneer Valley Clean Energy Plan 
2:33 
Michael Garjian 
E2M & Angel Eyes Produce 2:38 
Eduardo Suárez 
ECHO for Sustainable Development 
 
1:45 pm - Master of Ceremonies: Nick d'Arbeloff, Executive Director, New England Clean Energy 
Council 
1:50 pm - John Fabel, Principal, Jattra Ventures  
Topic: "Tales from the Trenches: Best Practices for Successful Technology Innovation"  
1:53 pm - Patrick Quinlan, Managing Director, UMass Amherst Wind Energy Center  
Topic: Wind Energy Training program at UMass Amherst 
1:58 pm -Alan Page, Founder, StepItUp, Belchertown, MA  
Topic: Carbon-Negative Energy Systems 
2:01 pm - John Laux, Chief Executive Officer, Greendustry Park, Holyoke, MA 
Topic: The making of a green business incubator: Greendustry Park 
2:06 pm - Simi Hoque, Assistant Professor, Green Building Program, UMass Amherst  
Topic: Research Efforts of the Green Building Program 
2:09 pm - Kirsten Bonanza, Executive Director, Gasoline Alley Foundation, Springfield, MA 
Topic: Inner-city entrepreneurship training for socially responsible and sustainable business 
practices. 
2:14 pm - Patricia Moss, Ground Work, Springfield, MA  
Topic: Green Work's Green Collar Jobs and Brownfield Jobs Training Program 
2:17 pm - Daniel Ross, Executive Director, Nuestras Raíces  
Topic: The RootsUp Green Jobs Training Program 
2:22 pm - Sean Jeffords, Principal, Beyond Green Construction, Easthampton, MA  
Topic: An integrated team-work approach to high-performance building and efficiency 
retrofitting. 
November 22, 2008 
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The Wellspring (continued) 
 
2:25 pm - UMass Amherst Fueling the Future Center, a NSF Center for Chemical Innovation 
Topic: The molecular design of materials that will be the foundation of next-generation 
energy harvesting technologies 
2:30 pm - Catherine Miller, Principal Planner, Pioneer Valley Planning Commission  
Topic: Pioneer Valley Clean Energy Plan 
2:33 pm - Michael Garjian, Founder, E2M Initiative for a Sustainable Community, Easthampton, MA 
Topic: Angel Eyes Produce business plan to use renewable fuels to power inner-city job 
creation. 
2:38 pm - Eduardo Suarez , Founder, Echo for Sustainable Development  
Topic: "Think Globally & Act Locally for Planning & Organizing for a Green Economy." Let's 
build regional assets to create a sustainable future! 
 
2:45 pm – PLENARY ROOM 
 
Powershift: Massachusetts' New Clean Energy Landscape - A policy panel on the 
whirlwind of recent legislative activity that is setting the stage for a dramatic acceleration of 
our clean energy economy. 
• The Honorable Daniel Bosley, Massachusetts State Representative  
• The Honorable Benjamin Downing, Massachusetts State Senator  
• Phil Giudice, Commissioner, Massachusetts Department of Energy Resources 
• Moderator: M.V. Lee Badgett, Professor of Economics and Director of the UMass Amherst 
Center for Public Policy & Administration  
 
 
4:00 pm – PLENARY ROOM 
 
OPPORTUNITY FAIR OPEN  
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New Generation Energy 




Absolute Green Energy Corp. 
92 Gardner Street   Suite 100 
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generation  company whose mission  is  to  help  people  live more  sustainable  lifestyles  through  energy  conservation  and  renewable 
energy generation.   Mr. Kocsmiersky was founder and president of Kosmo Solar a Springfield Massachusetts based alternative energy 
solutions  provider,  which  was  acquired  by  SolarWrights  in  early  2008.    Certified  energy  engineer  by  the  Association  of  Energy 
Engineers (AEE); Certified solar installer by the North American Board of Certified Energy Practitioners (NABCEP); Certified Building 
Analyst and Building Shell Specialist  from  the Building Performance  Institute  (BPI): Member of  the American Solar Energy Society 
(ASES);  Solar Energy Business Association of New England (SEBANE), and has recently founded the Springfield chapter of the North 




solar  hot  water  heating,  solar  electric,  solar  ovens,  and  implemented  various  energy  conservation  measures  in  his  own  home.  
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Dhandapani “DV” Venkataraman’s Wellspring Presentation Summary: The molecular design of materials that will be the foundation of next-
generation energy harvesting technologies. 
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Western Massachusetts Electric Company 
WGBY – Public Television for Western New England 












• ECS Consulting  
• CantorColburn, LLC  
• Hampden Bank  
• Baystate Medical Center 
• Doherty, Wallace, Pillsbury & Murphy, P.C.  
• City of Springfield  
• Bank of Western Massachusetts  
• Greendustry Park  
• CSRWire  
• Coop Power  
• Pioneer Valley Planning Commission  
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Sustainability—Enough for All Forever 
Art/Invention Contest 
Sponsored by 












“A Table Set For Forever” 
 
    
              
                      Winner of the 2008 Pioneer Valley Sustainability Network’s “Art of Sustainability” contest 
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Detail on Art work 
     “A Table Set For Forever” is a portable, multi-media, installation piece: a kind of permeable “room” that can be set up 
anywhere. The central visual motif is a table and six chairs. The table top is a garden-theme mosaic made of colored 
glass tiles and bits of broken plates (pique assiette technique). The mismatched (‘recycled”) wooden chairs are painted as 
blackboards, with questions related to sustainability in our region written on in colored chalk (and viewers are invited to 
contribute). Six free-standing curtain-like panels in portable frames are set up around the table. Each of the two-sided 
panels is made of a collage of seed-packets sewn together with images (both photographic and drawn/painted) and text 
derived from relevant literature and local community sources. The panels are set up around the table and chairs so that 
people can walk between and around them easily, in and out of the “room”. 
     An essential part of the piece is that it involved the participation of many other people in its process.  The artist, Jane 
Beatrice Wegscheider, sent out and distributed (in local businesses, libraries, etc.) written requests for participation in the 
sustainability dialogue, beginning with the question:  “What does sustainability mean to you?”  She solicited answers to 
these additional questions: 
 
Do you feel motivated to live a more sustainable lifestyle? (and if so, what or who has motivated you?) 
What are some of the things you do to live a more sustainable lifestyle? 
What are some of the challenges of living a more sustainable lifestyle? 
What ideas and solutions for sustainability have you considered? 
(These could be dreams or inventions you have in your mind but haven’t tried yet...or things you’d like to do but don’t 
know how to yet.) 
Do you have any questions that would challenge people to think about sustainability in a new way? (for example, “how 
much is enough?”)  And these answers informed the work. 
 
The artist organized several dinner parties, featuring local food and great conversation about sustainability, as part of the 
development of the work of art. For each conversation, she brought together groups of six-10 people from varying 
segments of our communities to share their ideas and brainstorm further sustainability activism. These conversations 
were recorded and excerpts from them became the audio component of the installation, as well as source material for the 
seed-packet collage panels. 
     Jane Beatrice Wegscheider’s basic premise is that dialogue/conversation/the sharing of ideas (especially person to 
person) is essential to sustainable activism. Sharing thoughts and ideas around a shared meal is a way to combine 
activism with community-building. In the conversation about sustainability, we are also talking about basic needs and 
resources, of which, food is one primary need. 
     Jane is convinced that small actions need to be honored along with bigger systemic efforts. People change and accept 
change in different ways. Her aesthetic is generally an “accessible” one. The seed-packet “curtain”/panels will show the 
significance of ALL actions, ideas, questions, etc. that collectively add up. Even on their own these panels will be a 
stimulating and informative visual discussion. 
the table as metaphor 
the table as place 
the table as community, family, the future 
the table shared 
the table abundant 
the table as an edible landscape 
     Jane used the pique assiette technique (broken plate mosaic), along with the garden theme, to refer to the past that is 
a part of us. 
     The chairs have questions painted on them to represent the challenges of joining the sustainability 
discussion/dialogue/effort. 
     The “walls”/ “curtains”/ panels are permeable to suggest visually that this is not a behind-closed-doors conversation. 
The seed packets are a literal metaphor: seeds produce multiples of themselves. They symbolize growth and potential. 
     The installation is purposely portable, each element breaking down into carry-able pieces so that it can more easily 
become part of various local environments/public spaces: farmer’s markets, schools, outdoor cultural events, etc. 
     This installation is the first phase of this project. The second phase will involve developing the audio component further 
for web and radio and developing ways to use the installation to disseminate physical cards (for people to take with them) 
with ideas and information on them. (Jane imagines letter-pressed “information” on vegetable-shaped cards in bowls on 
the table.) The third phase will be the organization and facilitation of having the installation travel to schools, libraries,  











































Public outreach for today’s event was provided in large part  
by the following Clean Energy Connections Affiliates 
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beneficial  relationship  that  is  community  driven  for  sustainable 
development,  addressing  socio‐economic  and  environmental  justice 
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Jobs with Justice is a nationwide coalition founded in 1987 to improve working people’s standard of living, fight 
for job security, and protect workers’ right to organize.  In order to be successful, workers’ rights struggles must 
be part of a larger campaign for economic and social justice.  To that end, JwJ has created a national network of 
local coalitions that connect labor, community, faith-based, and student organizations.  Please visit www.jwj.org.   
Jobs with Justice organizes solidarity.  Members pledge: “During the next year, I will be there at least five times 
for someone else’s fight, as well as my own.  If enough of us are there, we'll all start winning.”  Western Mass “J 
with J” was founded June 5, 1993.  It is now a coalition of 56 organizations.  We organize solidarity for unions 
and community groups doing grass-roots organizing by posting to email lists; maintaining and activating phone, 
fax, and email mobilization lists; and working with Street Heat, the AFL-CIO's mobilization project.  WMJwJ 
fosters the “Green Economy Working Group” of advocates for a Green Economy which serves local communities; 
guarantees workers' rights to organize; and promotes community-owned sustainable projects - 
http://lists.gaiahost.coop/mailman/listinfo/greenwork.  We collect membership dues and donations so that 
we may employ an Organizer.  Donations to the Warren J. Plaut Charitable Trust Jobs with Justice Fund, 640 Page 
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Attendee List as of November 16, 2008 
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Aclara Software  
-- 
David Wright 
Aeronautica Wind Power  
-- 
Jim Lescault 
Amherst Cable Television  
-- 
Cynthia Wildfire 
Amherst College  
-- 
Linda Malik 








Antioch University New England  
-- 
Alizabeth Dowling 
Antioch University New England  
-- 
Elizabeth Meserve 
Antioch University New England  
-- 
Anthony Sarkis 
Antioch University New England  
-- 
David Eggleton 
Applied Ecologics  
-- 
Peter Feroli 




A-Z International  
-- 
Tammy Phantika Bamrungsuk 
Babson Collee  
-- 
Matt Bard 
Babson College  
-- 
Gautam Tambe 
BABSON COLLEGE  
-- 
Brian Lapseritis 
Babson College Energy & 
Environmental Club  
-- 
Karen Ribeiro 
Bank of Western Mass  
-- 
Diane Ranaldi 
Bay Path College  
-- 
Michael Konstan 
Belchertown Land Trust  
-- 
Carolyn Lehan 
Berkshire Management Group  
-- 
Michael Lehan 
Berkshire Management Group  
-- 
Darlene Monds 
Berkshire-Pioneer Res. Cons. & 
Dev. Area  
-- 
Sean Jeffords 
Beyond Green Construction  
-- 
Christina Dietrich 
BlueWave Strategies  
-- 
Fred Bohn 
Bohn Landscaping  
-- 
Dariusz Raczkowski 
Bond Brothers, Inc.  
-- 
Irene Fradet 
Boston Architectural College/ 
also GCC  
-- 
Andres Gurovich 
Boston University  
-- 
Steph Burton 












Cape Cod Commission  
-- 
Richard Lawrence 
Cape Cod Community College  
-- 
Daniel Dray 
Cape Cod Economic 
Development Council  
-- 
Bracken Hendricks 
Center for American Progress  
-- 
Peggy MacLeod 


















City of Boston, Office of Jobs 
and Community Services  
-- 
Michael Tautznik 
City of Easthampton  
-- 
Katie Connolly 
City to City Boston  
-- 
Elizabeth Bullock 
Clark University  
-- 
Paul Gregory 
Clean Energy Partners  
-- 
Darren Jones 
Co-op Power  
-- 
Steve Miss 






Department of Polymer Science 
& Engineering, University of M  
-- 
Paul Davis 




Dietz and Company Architects  
-- 
David Marley 












Earthfoods UMASS Amherst  
-- 
Peter Gumpert 



















Services/Emerson Capital  
-- 
Pat Arntzen 
Energy Federation, Inc  
-- 
Brad Steele 






Evergreen Motors, LLC  
-- 
Shelly Beck 
Evergreen Motors, LLC  
-- 
Michael Anthony 
EWS Plumbing & Heating  
-- 
Peter Rothstein 
Flagship Ventures  
-- 
John Waite 
Franklin County CDC  
-- 
Patricia Crosby 
Franklin Hampshire Regional 




Franklin Hampshire Reg'l 
Employment Board & Career Ctr  
-- 
Melissa Adams 
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Gasoline Alley Foundation  
-- 
Bryanna Glod 
Genzyme Corporation  
-- 
Camille Tuason Mata 
Goddard College/ The 
ECOPlanning Institute  
-- 
Rebecca Golden 
Golden Cordial Company  
-- 
Kim Grassfield 
Grassfield Designs  
-- 
Bridget Alexander 
Greater New Bedford Workforce 
Investment Board, Inc.  
-- 
Ruth Von Goeler 
GREEN Northampton  
-- 
Ron Feldman 
Greendustry Park  
-- 
Eric Fogg 
Greendustry Park  
-- 
John Laux 






Greenfield Community College  
-- 
Nancy Bair 
Greenfield Community College  
-- 
Kelley Fike 
Greenfield Community College  
-- 
Teresa Jones 
Greenfield Community College  
-- 
Michele Novak 
Greenfield Community College  
-- 
Steven O'Halloran 
Greenfield Community College  
-- 
Bob Pura 
Greenfield Community College  
-- 
Wendy Marsden 
Greenfield District Heating  
-- 
Beth Adams 




Groundwork Lawrence  
-- 
Leonard Perrault 
H.B. Smith Company  
-- 
Larry Martin 








Hampshire Regional High 
School and Crystal Car Care  
-- 
Gabriel Turner 







Holyoke Community College  
-- 
Jeff Hayden 
Holyoke Community College  
-- 
Theresa Howard 
Holyoke Community College  
-- 
Eric Larivee 
Holyoke Community College  
-- 
Larry Bay 
Holyoke Works  
-- 
Murray Fanning 
Hoppe Tool  
-- 
Robert Brandt 
Ignite Clean Energy Competition  
-- 
Ryan Donovan 
Ignite Clean Energy Competition  
-- 
Liz Feeley 
Interiors by Design, LLC  
-- 
Mark Kuenzel 




Int'l Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers Local 7  
-- 
Linda LaDuc 
Isenberg School of Management  
-- 
Dennis Morin Jr. 
Isenberg School of Management, 












Long River Ventures  
-- 
Mario Cardinale 
LPM Services Inc  
-- 
Tom Lessard 
LPM Services Inc  
-- 
Liliya Pantus 
Lutheran Social Services  
-- 
Val Conti 
MA Small Business 
Development Center  
-- 
Marybeth Campbell 
MA Technology Collabroative, 
Renewable Energy Trust  
-- 
Mark Macallister 
Macallister Building, LLC.  
-- 
Kalia Lydgate 




Marlboro College  
-- 
Alec Koumjian 
















Wholesale Electric Company  
-- 
Diane Randall 
Massachusetts Small Business 












MassTech Transfer Center  
-- 
Pamela Kimball 
Mount Grace Land Conservation 
Trust/GCC student  
-- 
Yiting Wang 
Mount Holyoke College  
-- 
Daniel Moore 
NAI Samuel D. Plotkin & 
Assoc., Inc.  
-- 
Evan Plotkin 
NAI Samuel D. Plotkin & 
Assoc., Inc.  
-- 
Matthew Stanberry 






NEW ENGLAND FARM 
WORKERS COUNCIL  
-- 
David Paullflores 




New Generation Energy  
-- 
Chuck Lewin 
New Generation Energy  
-- 
Clean Energy Connections 




Northeast Biodiesel/Co-op Power  
-- 
Daniel Ross 
Nuestras Raices  
-- 
Carlos Vega 
Nueva Esperanza  
-- 
Joan Grenier 
Odyssey Bookshop  
-- 
Todd Lee 
Office of Jobs and Community 
Services; City of Boston  
-- 
Darlotte Justice 
Office of State Senator Candaras  
-- 
Matt Page 
Page Product Design  
-- 
Pamela Howland 






PICO National Network  
-- 
Daniel Finn 
Pioneer Valley Local First  
-- 
Molly Jackson-Watts 
















Progressive Asset Management  
-- 
Jane Wegscheider 
PVPC- Sustainability Art Contest  
-- 
Jeanne Comeau 













Robinson Realty Renovators  
-- 
Paul Lipke 
Room to Maneuver  
-- 
Wendy Forbes 
Rural Development, Inc.  
-- 
William Sawyer 
Sawyer Enterprises  
-- 
John Blowers 








School for International Training  
-- 
Jeanie Forray 
School of Business, Western 






SeaChange Radio  
-- 
Francesca Rheannon 
SeaChange Radio  
-- 
Stephen Severin 
Severin Design and Landscapes  
-- 
Wendy Germain 
Sirius Community  
-- 
Hugh Harwell 






Smith College  
-- 
Susannah Howe 
Smith College  
-- 
Mike Kocsmiersky 
























Sun Energy  
-- 
Jim Sherratt 






SunHammer Green Build  
-- 
Heather Moser 
Sustainable Business network of 
the Greater Boston Area  
-- 
Amy Livingston 
Sustainable Design Associates  
-- 
Dave Wright 
Sweet briar Design  
-- 
Richard Kerver 
Tataesset Solar  
-- 
Joe Blotnick 




TechniArt Inc  
-- 
Prakash Laufer 
The Brick House Community 
Resource Center  
-- 
Mary Vogel 
The Construction Institute  
-- 
Rebecca Neher 
The Trustees of Reservations  
-- 
Amy McDonough 
Tighe & Bond  
-- 
Kim Boas 
Town of Williamsburg  
-- 
Silas Bauer 
Tufts University  
-- 
Kaiba White 
Tufts University  
-- 
Suzanne Pude 
Tufts University/Monhegan, ME 
Power District  
-- 
Kevin McCarthy 
UK Trade & Investment - British 



























UMASS - LARP  
-- 
Lee Badgett 
UMass Amherst  
-- 
Shemariah Blum-Evitts 
UMass Amherst  
-- 
Rachael Carlevale 
Umass Amherst  
-- 
Rachel Dugan 
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UMASS Amherst  
-- 
Ginger Goldsbury 
UMass Amherst  
-- 
Susanne Hale 
UMass Amherst  
-- 
Karen Hayes 
UMass Amherst  
-- 
Vincent Hohreiter 
UMass Amherst  
-- 
Paul Kostecki 
UMass Amherst  
-- 
Lynn Laliberte 
UMass Amherst  
-- 
David Limero 
UMass Amherst  
-- 
Josh Stoffel 
UMass Amherst  
-- 
Eesha Williams 
UMass Amherst  
-- 
Michael Wright 
UMass Amherst  
-- 
Laura Martinique 
UMass Amherst  
-- 
Chelsea Hahn 
UMass Amherst  
-- 
Jeffrey Napolitano 
UMass Amherst  
-- 
Patrick Rondeau 
UMass Amherst - Isenberg 
School of Mgmnt.  
-- 
Robert Pollin 
UMass Amherst - PERI  
-- 
Patrick Quinlan 
UMass Amherst - RERL  
-- 
Craig Ruberti 
UMass Amherst EH&S  
-- 
Simi Hoque 




UMass Amherst, RL&D  
-- 
Loren Walker 
UMass Amherst, RL&D  
-- 
Michelle Wonsey 
UMass Amherst, RL&D  
-- 
Yung Chan 
UMass of Amherst  
-- 
Jose-Luis Arroyo 
UMass Wind Energy Center  
-- 
Meltem Duran 
UMass Wind Energy Center  
-- 
Mary Knipe 
UMass Wind Energy Center  
-- 
Jody Lally 
UMass Wind Energy Center  
-- 
Charles McClellan 
UMass Wind Energy Center  
-- 
Richard Stein 
Univ. of Mass.  
-- 
Jonathan Hymer 
Univ. of Mass. -Master of 
Regional Planning Program  
-- 
David Marshall 
University of Massachusetts  
-- 
Vanessa Adel 
University of Massachusetts  
-- 
Matthew Schoenberg 
























University of Massachusetts 
Wind Energy Center  
-- 
Sharon Fross 




University of vermont  
-- 
Tom Sturm 
Valley Advocate  
-- 
James Mell 
Valley Opportunity Council  
-- 
Sarah La Cour 
W.D. Cowls, Inc.  
-- 
Jon Weissman 
Western Mass Jobs with Justice  
-- 
Bruce Clemens 
Western New England College  
-- 
Maegan Brooks 
Western New England College 






Wheaton College  
-- 
William Keezer 






Wolf Engineering  / STCC  
-- 
Patricia Moss 
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Attendees of the First Annual Clean Energy Connections Conference and Opportunity Fair were 
invited to share a few words about their clean energy interests and activities.   




Interests: I had solar hot water on my house in Central Massachusetts in 1980.  I am a believer in the least invasive type of renewable energy production possible.  RIght 
now I believe that is the synergistic combination of solar + geothermal & wind. I am interested in part to full-time work in marketing and sales of solar and/or 
geothermal heat pumps. 
Activities: I am a weekly Radio programmer on the topics of celebrating nature and discussing "eco news" on the local community radio station WMCB-107.9LP FM in 
Greenfield. 
I am also involved in teh GGECommitteee's film series and Town Hall Meeting in Janaury to announce its Energy Audit results. 
Adams, Melissa 
Interests:Provide land use planning and clean energy planning and assistance to municipalities in Franklin County; help direct businesses to clean energy program and 
funding opportunities;  have been involved in structuring Green Communities program with DOE. 
Activities: FRCOG is in the process of implementing the first regional ESCO program; FRCOG developed the Pioneer Valley Clean Energy Plan with PVPC and other 
area organizations and residents; co-coordinate Pioneer Valley Clean Energy Collaborative with PVPC312 
Adel, Vanessa 
Interests: 
I am researching green job initiatives 
Alexander, Bridget 
Interests:As the director of development for a workforce investment board, I am interested in workforce trends in the green job industries.  Specifically, we would like 
to be out in front preparing a skilled workforce to fill positions in growing industries. 
Activities: Recently, we received funding for a weatherization technician training class and plan to create a "Green Certified" pipeline to fill green collar jobs and obtain 
two-year and four-year degrees in STEM fields. 
Website:www.gnbwib.org 
Alexander, Preston 
Interests:I have recently started my own "green" consulting firm -- Sustainable System Solutions, and I am continuing to develop my business and marketing plans. I 
want to explore the impacts and opportunities on sustainability efforts resulting from the current economic situation. 
Activities: Sustainable System Solutions is a consulting firm that specializes in assisting small to medium sized towns and companies (both for profit and nonprofit), to 
develop their own customized sustainability action plans through education, back-casting and both formal and informal discussions.  
Once the action plan has been established, my firm will assist as much as is necessary to ensure continued progress and success towards the goals set in their action 
plan. Sustainable System Solutions is also the sponsor of the Clean Energy Learning Center (CELC), a non-profit organization whose mission is to educate the public 
on all forms of clean and renewable energy via an interactive, hands-on learning experience. Besides the educational component, CELC's other two major goals are to 
find creative ways to make these energy systems affordable to everyone (via incentives, grants, tax breaks, special financing), as well as demonstrating both the need for 
Conservation as well as showing how it can easily be accomplished.  
CELC will be a multi-acre learning center to be based in a central New England location. The center itself as well as all of its associated structures will eventually be 
fully powered solely by renewables. Onsite power generation will be one of the hallmarks of the center.  











Interests:Green energy is important for our children's children and the environment. 
Bair, Nancy 
Interests:I am the Project Manager for GCC's Sustainable Practices in Construction grant from the MA WCTF. The grant supports our 46 partners sending employees to 
our newly developed RE/EE Certificate Program.  
Website:www.gcc.mass.edu 
Bamrungsuk, Tammy Phantika 
Interests:I am an MBA student at Babson College who is passionate and is currently pursuing a career in clean energy.   
Activities: Through my background helping companies monitor and control the pollution and with my experience working closely with investors, I found that this 
sector has unique challenges and tremendous opportunies in years to come. 
Bard, Matt 
Interests:Matt has been actively involved in the renewable energy field for the last two years. Interning for six months with the Massachusetts Technology 
Collaborative's -- Renewable Energy Trust and continuing his education in the renewables field through self-directed research and attending lectures. Matt's primary 
focus has been in the area of solar power and understanding the key technologies and regulatory policies that will help push this industry forward.  
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Activities: As a member of the club last year Matt brought in a guest speaker to discuss the current state of the US renewables industry and helped chair a Clean 
Technology panel discussion at Babson's highly successful E3 conference. This year Matt has undertaken the role of VP of Sustainability for the BEEC as he tries to 
help Babson be at the forefront on sustainability issues.  
Bauer, Silas 
Interests:My interest is in energy policy centered around renewable energy growth programs including REPs (FITs), RPS, carbon cap and trade programs.   
Activities: My masters thesis is on US Renewable Energy Payments (REPs), focusing on the successful history of the feed-in tariff in Europe and tracing the proposed 
REP bills in the US. My goal is to provide a record of the hurdles facing REPs thus far and provide helpful guidance for policy makers looking to implement REPs in 
the future.   
Bay, Larry 
Interests:As the director of an adult ed and job-training propgram, I'm exploring the possibilities of green jobs training for low income individuals. 
Beck, Daryl 
Interests:Interested in promoting a diversity of clean, sustainable, innovative energy alternatives in our community.  Looking to see an increase in "green" job 
opportunities, awareness of transportation/energy options in planning for the future.  
Activities: We run an automotive shop specializing in vegetable-oil fuel systems for diesel vehicles: conversion, service, and maintenance. 
Website: www.greasewrench.com 
Beck, Shelly 
Activities: Our shop converts vehicles to run on waste vegetable oil, also providing service and maintenance for alternative-fuel vehicles. 
Website:www.greasewrench.com 
Benoit, Keith 
Interests:There is now a great initiative to cut our nations energy consumption in half. This will not happen overnight; and it can't happen with only individuals making 
smart descisions. The change must come to the industrial sector as well. It is my goal to find a sector where energy and cost can be cut. 
Activities: Being a student, it is the goal of our college to give students the knowledge to make an informed decision on the energy they use.  
Berte, Sonia 
Interests:Workforce Development 
Activities: Working towards developing trainings and building skill-sets to include agricultural workers in the GOGreen Industries. 
Website:www.partnersforcommunity.org 
Blotnick, Joe 
Interests:Work as volunteer or consultant helping to bring about a green jobs future in Western Mass especialy in low income communities. 






Interests:20 plus years in energy efficiency with government and municipal utilites. 
Bohn, Fred 
Interests:WE are an existing landscape construction service, that is interested in adding renewable energy services into our business. 
Activities: Our company has been creating environmentally enhancing landscapes for over 25 years. 
Bradley Jr., Walter L. 
Interests:I am extremely passionate about promoting ALL aspects of clean and sustainable living. 
Activities: Although there are community/economic development organizations in my area, people from the lower income bracket and people of color are under 
represented (to put it nicely). I would like to do whatever it takes to fill that gap. There is a strong need in my community for the formation of a grassroots organization 
comprised of people for whom the need is greatest yet are often the most overlooked. I would like to start a CDC with the specific purpose of developing and promoting 
programs and projects to build and foster a green economy.  
Bromberg, Heather 
Interests:undergraduate degree in environmental science with a concentration in ecological design which incorporates clean energy.  i would also like to attend the 




Interests: I am a displaced Health/Physical Educator, M.ED. looking for transition opportunities in Green Building, renewable energy/energy efficiency programs.  I 
would like to gain enough knowledge to use my diverse experience toward becoming a trainer/project manager or energy autitor.  I am also considering a work/training 
situation or a inclusive certification program in one of the environmental concerns including: lead, asbestos, air quality, solar and wind energy. 
I need expert guidance and am hoping to make some contacts at this conference that will lead me down the most sensible path toward my goal. 
Brown, David 
Interests: Dave is the AVP of Corporate Real Estate at MassMutual.  Always interested in clean energy alternatives/solutions. 
Activities: Seeking LEED certification 
Bruce, Matthew 
Interests:I am interested in preparing our workforce for the economic opportunities created by the growth of clean energy and the "green" economy. 
Activities: My agency plans and implements green job training programs.  We also attempt to foster connections between public investments in the workforce, and the 
job opportunities created by Boston's other green initiatives.   
Website:http://www.cityofboston.gov/jcs/ 
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Activities: The Renewable Energy Trust seeks to maximize environmental and economic benefits for the Commonwealth's citizens by pioneering and promoting clean 
energy technologies and fostering the emergence of sustainable markets for electricity generated from renewable sources. 
The Trust provides financial assistance to individuals and businesses for solar panels and wind turbines at their homes and facilities, works with communities to 
incorporate green design into schools, helps emerging clean energy businesses flourish in the Commonwealth, and much more.  
Website:www.masstech.org 
Cardinale, Mario 
Interests:Business oportunites for revenue streams through green energy alternatives 
Cargill, Pam 
Interests:Representative of SolarWrights, a renewable energy firm that designs, installs, and maintains solar energy and wind systems.   
Activities: SolarWrights is a socially and environmentally responsible business serving the Northeast with attractive, efficient renewable energy systems, including 
photovoltaic, solar thermal, and wind systems. Founder and president Bob Chew has been a solar designer and contractor since 1977, and is a nationally recognized 
expert in the fields of renewable energy and green building design and construction. 
Making renewable energy affordable is our goal. SolarWrights' standardized systems offer our customers high quality installations without the high cost of "one-off" 
systems. SolarWrights has excellent factory direct relationships with key manufacturers. 
Cassidy, Eric 
Interests:I would love to get involved with any sort of renewable energy company or energy conservation company after graduating this December. 




Interests:Two main reasons: 
1.I am a Climate Change Presenter through the Al Gore Climate Project and I want to stay current on solutions. 
2. I teach business and sustainbility at WNEC in the school of business. 
Cirpan, Ali 
Interests:Since January 2007, I have been working on fabrication and characterization of photovoltaic devices at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst 
Website:http://www.pse.umass.edu/trussell/people_cirpan.html 
Clemens, Bruce 
Interests:I have been working in the clean energy field since my days at the EPA in the 1970s.  A majority of my research deals with business and the environment.  I 
teach courses on the topic and dream about it as well... 
Activities: WNEC is a small (2,500 undergraduate, 1,500 graduate students), private, residential college.  WNEC is unique among small schools in enjoying accredited 
schools in business, law and engineering; three cornerstones of sustainability.  We offer a score of courses dealing with sustainability ranging from ecology to 
environmental law.  We have a growing student Global Sustainability Club.  We are developing a major in Sustainability Management.  This year we embarked on our 
strategic planning process with a major focus on sustainability.  The plan calls for the creation of a vice presidential-level position we style a "Dean of Environmental 
Standards" and a Council on Sustainability. 
Cochran, John 
Interests:retired transportation worker. I've gone thru several energy crises. My family (father, grandfather and uncles were involved-employed,financed and developed- 
oil, natural gas and electricity from the early 1900's.  
I also had a friend who sold energy producing windmills on the 1970's. 
Cohan, Sander 
Interests:Analyst covering the effects of the growth of clean energy on crude and crude product markets such as gasoline, diesel, heating oil, and jet fuel.  Specifically, I 
am interested in how the growth of clean energy will change global supply and demand patterns. 
Activities: Since its inception in 1984, Energy Security Analysis (ESAI) has been dedicated to monitoring, analyzing, and synthesizing information about worldwide 
energy markets.  Our interest in clean energy draws from its growing global presence.  ESAI, through retainer and project-based interactions, advises its clients on the 
relationship between clean energy and traditional energy markets. 
Comeau, Jeanne 
Interests:I am considering a carreer shift into the clean energy field, and would like to see ways my non-profit org could shift to clean energy rehabs on homes we work 
on. 
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Interests: I am interested in career opportunities in clean / alternative energy. 
DeVito, Vincent 
Interests: Energy and Climate Change Attorney 
Dickerman, Robert 
Interests:As Dean of the School of Mathematics, Science, and Engineering Transfer of Springfield Technical Community College, the only technical community 
college in the state of Massachusetts, I am most interested in attending this conference on clean energy for the pupose of keeping up with state of the art information 
that may enhance our curriculum and benefit our students. 
Activities: At Springfield Technical Community College we provide knowlege to, and prepare students for jobs in the clean enegy industry. 
Website:http://www.stcc.edu 
DiTullio, Lynn 





Interests: As a graduate student pursuing a degree in environmental education, I am interested in learning more about the role of education in regards to clean energy.  
Activities: Currently I am enrolled in courses at Antioch University New England with a focus on environmental education and sustainability. 
Dray, Daniel 
Activities: My agency is very interested in creating a green workforce for  Cape Cod.  We recently received $400,000 from the state to implement a green jobs training 
program for the building trade industry.  The program is focused on solar technologies and energy efficiency.  Major program partners include Cape Cod Community 
College, both of our regional technical high schools, non-profits with a renewable energy mission, and building trade businesses.  
Website:capecodedc.org 
Eggleton, David 
Interests:Applied Ecologics advocates and supports development of local economies, which need energy supplies they can count on. 
Activities: Applied Ecologics advocates and supports development of local economies, which need energy supplies they can count on. 
Website:www.appliedecologics.com 
Emerson, Randy 
Interests:I have a professional and personal interest in alternative energy with an emphasis on solar, wind, and water related technologies. We must break our 
dependence on foreign fuels and utilize our natural resources as a matter of economic and national security. 
Activities: Developing a "Green Business Platform" offering Strategic Advisory, Corporate Finance, and Mergers & Acquisitions services. 
Looking for "Green and Clean" business opportunities and partners in the Northeast. 
Ewing, Ben 






Interests:I am seeking information for careers and opportunities involving clean energy. 
Feeley, Liz 
Interests:My professional interest in clean energy is for the growth of my business.  I would like to become more educated in clean energy and sustainable energy for a 
future branch of my business as a residential green building consultant. 
Activities: I am currently running a home renovation and design business and I am very interested in branching out to green and clean energy-related building.   
Website:www.interiorsbydesign.org 
Feroli, Peter 
Interests:APT provides energy efficiency program design and implementation services to clients throughout the country.   We specialize in market based programs, 
working with a broad range of industries actors to further the availability, promotion and increased sale of energy efficient equipment. Our services include complete 
program design, management, field implementation, marketing and evaluation of Conservation and Load Management, Energy Efficiency, and Market Transformation 
programs.   
APT’s program delivery protocols which include trade ally enrollment, coordination and support, data collection and reporting have been developed over many years 
and are modified and enhanced on a regular basis. 
Activities: The principals of APT have been designing, managing and implementing retail based market transformation through energy efficiency and ENERGY STAR 
programs for electric and gas utilities since 1989. These programs have covered every facet of residential ENERGY STAR products, including Compact Fluorescent 
Light bulbs (CFLs), Light Fixtures, Clothes Washers, Refrigerators, Dishwashers, Room Air Conditioners, Programmable Thermostats, Water Heaters, Windows, and a 
host of other energy efficient and ENERGY STAR qualified products. In addition, APT routinely conducts in-store promotions, turn-in events, press events, and staffs 
other community-based events to promote our client’s programs. 
APT specializes in promoting energy efficiency. We excel at creating market-driven shifts in behavior that result in the use of more energy efficient products. The 
programs we design, plan, implement and evaluate operate at all levels of the market - from the manufacturer of energy efficient products to the distribution and sale to 
consumers. Our clients include scores of utilities across the country. APT also provides custom designed training programs that motivate personnel, improve sales of 
ENERGY STAR qualified products, and encourage energy conservation.  
APT currently provides energy efficiency services in 14 states and has offices located in Springfield-MA, Troy-NY, Chicago-IL and Portand-OR. 
Website:www.appliedproactive.com 
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Interests:I am co-organizing an exhibition 'Greening of the Valley' at the University of Massachusetts which stresses the successful marriage of green building with 
good architecture in this area. It is crucial to be familiar with the resources in this area in order to have a meaningful exhibition. I am very much looking forward to the 
conference. 
Forbes, Wendy 
Interests:I work for Rural Development, Inc. created by the Franklin County Housing & Redevelopment Authority. For 10 years RDI has been developing and building 
increasingly green, energy efficient affordable housing for the residents of Franklin County. We are currently building the Wisdom Way Solar Village in Greenfield, a 
near zero net energy mixed-income village of 10 duplexes. 
Website:ruraldevelopmentinc.org 
Fradet, Irene 
Interests:Presently a student in residential building design, seeking certification in Sustainable Design and Renewable Energy.  
2008 BAC Certificate in Design Drafting and 2007 Arch.Tech.Cert.from STCC. 
Franco, Karla 
Interests:New Generation Energy (NGE) is a Boston-based non-profit that will provide investment options for consumers in the areas of renewable energy, 
conservation, and the environment. Our Renewable Energy Investment Notes (REIN) will allow individuals, businesses, and foundations to support the development of 
clean and renewable energy generating sources that use solar, wind, geothermal, biomass, or other types of energy as well as the development of projects to improve 
energy efficiency. 
Activities: NGE seeks to connect with both investors and projects for the launch of its Regional REIN Program in 2009. By strategically aligning NGE with various 
organizations, we will gain extensive insight on renewable energy technologies, letting us diversify the projects we invest in. As a young organization we see many 
benefits of collaborating with other environmental organizations. In particular, we foresee the ability to increase our audience while collectively reducing CO2 





Interests:As a student majoring in Environmental Studies and a human being with an interest in a sustainable, healthy and happy future for all, I am eager to see how I 
can get involved with the new energy future. 
Gao, Brandy 




Interests:Interested in exploring career and education opportunities in the field of clean energy 
Golden, Rebecca 
Interests:I am interested in sustainable business. 
I am also a teacher and being sustainability issues and solutions to the classroom.  
Website: www.earthangelherbals.com 
Gould, Caitlin 
Interests: I am currently in my second year of my coursework towards a Master's degree in Public Policy & Administration, with an emphasis in Energy & 
Environmental Policy. 
Grassfield, Kim 
Interests: I would like to provide home energy auditing and energy improvement consulting. After auditing homes I'll use my training in architectrue and 30 years of 
experience in home remodeling to make practical recommendations for cost-effective energy improvements to existing housing stock. 
Activities: I am a remodeling contractor who often works on buildings whose building envelopes are far from energy efficient. I have used blown cellulose, foam, and 
interiorly installed foil-faced EPS panels to dramatically improve energy efficiency on homes whose heating costs and carbon footprints are sky high. 
Gregory, Paul 
Interests: Service provider with technology-based solution to drive efficiencies in buildings without capital expenditure. Savings are allocated to the purchase of 
renewable energy and data gathered serves as the foundation for corporate sustainability application, guiding landlords & tenants achieve a sustainable economy.  
Activities:  
* Technology-based building efficiency 
* 25% reduction in energy use & carbon footprint 
* No capital outlay 
* Savings pay for Enterprise Sustainability Application:  
   - 100% visibility into energy sources & uses 
   - Carbon negative buildings with Renewable Energy Credits 
   - Independent carbon measurement & verification 
   - Efficiency cost/benefit analysis  
   - Credit & incentive management: LEED, Energy Star, tax, utility 
Grenier, Joan 
Interests:We will be hosting a book table, including the Keynote speaker's book "Apollo's Fire" 
Website:www.odysseybks.com 
Gumpert, Peter 
Interests:We manufactures "direct exchange" geothermal heating & cooling systems in Massachusetts.  We hope to collaborate with other renewable/clean energy 
companies to create integrated solutions.  
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Activities: We manufactures "direct exchange" geothermal heating & cooling systems in Massachusetts. 
Website: www.earthsource-energy.com 
Gurovich, Andres 
Interests:I'm interested in smart technologies and their effect on the future growth of the demand response market. I believe there are some opportunities and threats 
ahead for this market depending on the ability of the companies to cover larger territories of fragmented customers and manage larger power capacities. As big tech 
manufacturers see revenue opportunities in smart technologies distribution with large utilities I'm seeing that day when customers will become energy savvies and 
energy management outsourcing becomes a also a question of reaching communities. 
Activities: The full time MBA program at Boston University has been offering clean technologies business modeling this year understanding the huge opportunity in 
this area as well as the need to involve people with other type of skills. 
Hartley, Thomas 
Interests:I am an electrical engineer with 9 years of professional experience in signal processing, embedded systems, atmospheric research, data communications, and 
small-scale photovoltaics.  I am seeking new work opportunities and wish to contribute more directly to solutions to the growing energy crisis. 
Activities: Smith College has a wonderful new co-generation plant.  The new Ford Hall, while a massive net energy consumer, has some green features.  (I am not 
representing Smith at this conference.) 
Hayes, Susan 
Interests:This is a career change for me. 
Hazard, Nancy 
Interests: I have been promoting sustainable energy for the past 30 years, as a builder, and then as the director of the Northeast Sustainable Energy Association(NESEA) 
and the Tour de Sol.  
Activities: I am presently working on a sustainability campaign in my town called "Greening Greenfield."  I recently completed an "energy audit" of our town using 
ICLEI's Cities for Climate Protection software.  
I have made numerous presentations to teachers and the general public. I promote clean, sustainable energy along with energy efficiency and conservation, as a key 
strategy of any climate change mitigation plan. 
Henderson, William 
Interests:I am a professional sales manager that has spent more than 25 years in the information technology marketplace. I have also spent the last 17 months working 
with a gasification company that targeted municipal wastewater treatment facilities. It's gasification solution converts waste into renewable energy (thermal and/or 
electricity). I am interested in continuing my career in the renewable energy marketplace. 
Herman, Jane 
Interests: I am enrolled at GCC in their Renewable Energy program.  Upon completion I will be looking for a job in the field 
Houy, Chuck 
Interests: Have long been determined to convert our world to clean and sustainable forms of energy, which in the long run are less costly economically and 
environmentally. 
Howard, Theresa 
Interests: My department is involved with workforce development in terms of placing students in jobs related to their majors and also providing information to students 
who are researching career fields and enrolling in related courses and programs.  We need to know what jobs will be there for our graduates,  what knowledge and skills 
they will need to be successful, and what courses and programs we need to develop in order to provide that knowledge and skills. 
Activities: HCC has developed sustainable energy courses and participated in regional energy meetings/initiatives. 
Website:www.hcc.mass.edu 
Howe, Susannah 
Interests:The Picker Engineering Program at Smith College places a strong emphasis on sustainability.  Topics such as clean energy are woven throughout the 
engineering curriculum. 
Activities: In the past six years, senior engineering students at Smith involved with the capstone Design Clinic course have collaborated with industry and government 





Interests:Economic development and policy 




I am an engineering student looking to go into clean and renewable energy fields. 
Jones, Darren 
Interests:As Co-op Power's Products and Services Manager, my intention is to reduce our dependence on foreign non-renewable energy sources, and make sure 
sustainable energy sources are available to all (urban/rural, homeowner/renter, etc.). 





Interests:To further educate myself, gather resources and make connections so I may more adequately serve my employer, the Massachusetts constituency, its 
municipalities, businesses and others interested in alternative energy sources, innovative solutions, conservation and environmental protection. To be an educated, 
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informed and active participant in engaging Springfield, its surrounding communities and citizens in workforce development strategies and green jobs creation, which 
in turn will assist western Mass communities to grow, thrive, and hopefully retain the graduates from our area's colleges and universities.   






Interests:I am hoping to get more information about careers in the area of sustainable or green energy. I would also like to able to help local schools learn how to 
become more energy-efficient and green. 
Katcher, Andrew 
Interests: Clean energy is the next innovative technology that will propel the world economy and is essential to maintaining a healthy environment. 
Kaufman, Ezra 
Interests:As a full time student at UMass Amherst, my academic and career goals have evolved to gravitate primarily towards sustainability.  This conference seems to 
be a culmination of such ideas.  I am very excited to be able to attend. 
Keezer, William 
Interests: First engineering work in geothermal energy was 25 years ago, when an installed water-source geothermal heat pump failed to function as claimed. 
Completely re-engineered the ductwork and waterflow systems in order to perform to specification. Ever since then I have been keeping myself abreast in the evolution 
of geothermal heat pumps. Most recent client for my services was EarthSource Energy Solutions, Inc. where I consulted as a Principal Engineer and conceptual advisor. 
Activities: Consultant in conceptual engineering and engineering management to a geothermal heat pump manufacturer. Consultant to other manufacturers in green 
energy as the opportunities arise. 
Kerver, Richard 
Interests:Tataesset Solar is a professional association of solar designers, engineers and installers serving the Worcester and central New England area. 




Interests: Interested in Green Building field and helping to manifest Net-Zero energy, sustainable, affordable housing in Massachusetts. 
Activities: Our organization protects natural resources and creates conservation restrictions on parcels of land.  We are figuring out the correct way to handle the 
allowance of renewable energy on otherwise protected parcels of land without degrading the natural resources of the land that we are protecting since some renewable 
energy projects need permanent structures build on the land. 
Klisiewicz, Stephen 





Interests:Career opportunities & small hydro electric 
Koumjian, Alec 
Interests: 
I'm currently pursuing an undergraduate degree in physics and computer science.  I hope to pursue a career in wind energy engineering. 
La Cour, Sarah 
Website:www.cowls.com 
LaDuc, Linda 
Interests: Opportunities in Technical Communication and Technical Sales 
Activities: Teaching students about business/technical communication demands of new industries. 
Laidlaw, Scott 
Interests: 
Social justice concerns; sustainable design and affordable housing 
Laine, Emily 
interest: Clean energy should include agriculture.  Food is human's energy. This is the first place I would like to see go back to being clean and green. 
activities: Earthfoods is a student run not for profit restaurant.  We have students growing produce for us to use on an organic farm close by. 
business is ecologically conscious, drawing on initiatives from each member of our collective.  Feel free to contact me or the collective with any questions 
Lapseritis, Brian 
Interests:I have a varied background in the energy industry. I began my career at government agencies (EPA and DOE’s Energy Star Program), and went on to work at 
NGOs (Alliance to Save Energy) and a private consulting firm (Pace Global Energy Services). This summer, I was tasked by a construction management company to 
develop a strategic marketing plan for their green building initiative.  These diverse experiences have allowed me to build relationships with multiple communities in 
the energy and environmental industries across the country.   
Activities: The Babson Energy and Environmental Club (BEEC) seeks to foster innovation by addressing the following three points: 
*Curriculum Integration* 
Incorporate BEEC as part of F.W. Olin School of Management’s transition towards recognizing the triple bottom line, both through curriculum and integrated 
experiential learning consulting projects. 
*Career Development* 
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Help Babson graduates build careers in the energy and environmental sector. Build a green network for Babson Business students. 
*Campus Greening* 
Propose and develop a powerful campus greening initiative to be unveiled at our annual energy expo on March 26, 2009. 
Website:www.babsonenergy.com 
Laufer, Prakash 




I coordinate the clean energy training program at Cape Cod Community College. I am interested in the job opportunities in this growing field and the skills/training that 
are required for them. 
Activities:  
Cape Cod Community College provides academic and non-credit training and education in various clean energy fields. We have certificates in photovoltiac, solar 
thermal, and small wind technologies and additional courses in efficiency and green building technologies. 
Lee, Todd 
Interests:The City of Boston recently launched a green jobs initiative to fund pilot programs in the field.  Especially with the Governor's new initiative to grow the 
state's emerging green economy, the broad area of green jobs is an important part of our labor market and economic development.  We are very interested in discovering 
what aspects of this green economy are providing jobs, which ones are in need of help from the public workforce development system, and where partnerships can be 
forged. 
Activities: As mentioned above, recently put out a request for proposals for green jobs projects that is in the process of final review and selection of funded projects.   
Website:http://www.cityofboston.gov/jcs/ 
Lessard, Tom 
Interests:Business oportunites for revenue streams through green energy alternatives 
Levick, Emerald 
Interests:I would like to embark on a career in clean energy, specifically promoting its accessibility to the communities I care about. I might also continue my education 
but am not sure whether to pursue a degree in sustainable management or architecture. 
Lewin, Chuck 
Interests: New Generation Energy (NGE) is a Boston-based non-profit that will provide investment options for consumers in the areas of renewable energy, 
conservation, and the environment. Our Renewable Energy Investment Notes (REIN) will allow individuals, businesses, and foundations to support the development of 
clean and renewable energy generating sources that use solar, wind, geothermal, biomass, or other types of energy as well as the development of projects to improve 
energy efficiency. 
Activities: NGE seeks to connect with both investors and projects for the launch of its Regional REIN Program in 2009. By strategically aligning NGE with various 
organizations, we will gain extensive insight on renewable energy technologies, letting us diversify the projects we invest in. As a young organization we see many 
benefits of collaborating with other environmental organizations. In particular, we foresee the ability to increase our audience while collectively reducing CO2 
emissions by increasing the number of alternative energy and energy efficiency projects created. 
Website:http://newgenerationenergy.org 
Lilienthal, Tim 
Interests:I'm interested in policy change that could help create more green-collar work opportunities  
Activities: We do a great deal of workforce development, especially for youth. I'm interested in exploring opportunities for green-collar job training as part of this. 
Lipke, Paul 
Interests:Helping healthcare organizations understand public health impacts and treatment costs of conventional energy purchases, and switch to clean energy. 
Livingston, Amy 
Interests:I am interested in learning about how businesses and organizations in the region are addressing energy and sustainability issues,  what opportunities exist to 
resolve these issues, and how industry leaders characterize the challenges and opportunities our region faces with regards to energy over the short- and long-term.  
Activities: Sustainable Design Associates is a Northampton-based landscape design firm that uses whole-systems approach to design. We believe that clients' goals for 
their property can be met with an aesthetically pleasing and sustainable design that functions well within its surroundings, whether that be in an urban or rural 
landscape. We accept residential, commercial, and public design projects. 
Lydgate, Kalia 
Interests:I am interested in making connections and broadening my understanding of clean energy so that I can be an effective advocate for creating an inclusive green 
economy that creates pathways out of poverty for low income communities, communities of color and people with barriers to employment 
Activities: MA Green Jobs Coalition is a statewide alliance focused on creating pathways out of poverty. Clean Energy and Energy Efficiency are two of the most 
promising job creators in the green sector. I live in the Southcoast of MA and here I have been working with a Weatherization Taskforce to create a training program, 
which just started last week. 
Macallister, Mark 
Interests:Clean energy is a forward thinking way of making the world go round.  It may boost my bottom line which will allow more time for me to research and 
understand newer and more efficient ways of keeping the world clean. 
Activities: Macallister Building, LLC. uses high energy windows, spray-in foam insulation amongst other earth friendly materials and installation techniques. 
Website:Macallister Building.com 
MacBlane, Andrew 
Interests:As an environmental educator, I plan on educating youth and adult of the importance of invensting in clean energy in relation to the living on a healthy planet.  
I am currently enrolled in a course at Antioch University New England, Educating For Sustainability, and am also interested in educating large corporations of the 
importance of sustainable practices, including clean energy.  
Activities: I am currently working on an internship with the company Life is Good to bring sustainability to the forefront of their mission and practice as a business by 
educating internally to the employees and externally to their stakeholders. 
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Interests:22 year involvement in green homes and clean energy.  Started the CT Energy Coop that enrolled 3500 clean energy supporters.   




Interests:I am a Sophomore in the Electrical Shop at Franklin Technical School in Turners Falls, and I am interested in the clean energy field as a possible career path. 
MacNab-Millar, Sheila 
Interests:Our family is "green" and interested in how to become greener. Recently our son, Sean MacNab an Electrical Shop Sophomore at Franklin County Technical 




Interests:My focus is local and regional sustainability. I am currently working on two projects which covers business, municipal and regional sectors. Along with 
reducing GHG emissions, I am passionate about conservation as a first measure, with TRULY renewable energy (wind, solar, geothermal, tidal)as the primary focus for 
power plants. Citizens must be educated fully to demand this push to enforce ongoing policy. 
Marks, Adam 
Interests:Promote clean energy, energy efficiency, energy conservation.  My product manager responsibilities include development of software's features & 
functionality to help consumers and businesses better understand their current energy use and opportunities to save energy and money via conservation, alternative 
energy, etc. 
Activities: Aclara Software and its sister companies in the Aclara Technology group provide hardware and software for energy efficiency, advanced metering, and 
"Smart Grid" applications.  North American energy utilities, including Massachusetts companies, utilize Aclara software to help customers lower bills, conserve energy, 
reduce carbon footprint, and evaluate alternative energy sources. 
Website:www.aclarasoft.com 
Marsden, Wendy 
Interests:I am part of a group that is developing a biomass district energy system to provide combined heat and power to the Town of Greenfield, MA using sustainably 
grown local wood chips. 
Activities: Greenfield District Energy is being created to change the way we heat our homes.  Using local, sustainable wood chips we plan to heat water in a central 
boiler and pipe it through the town into people's basements the same way sewer is.  It will reduce greenhouse gases, provide us with energy security, promote 
sustainable forestry, provide jobs for our local economy and reduce our heating costs! 
Marshall, David 
Interests:Seeing career change into clean energy.   Have some construction/carpentry experience and have understanding of PV technology.   Open to possibilities!  
Website:davidmarshall.us 
Martin, Christopher 
Interests:The buildings we use contribute more than half of the greenhouse gasses we produce in this country.  Virtually every building can be modified to use energy 
more efficiently, usually at great savings to the occupants.   
At SunHammer, we concentrate on energy conservation strategies and renewable energy installations in residential buildings in Franklin Co.  We bring exacting 
technical knowledge and years of experience in the details of energy efficiency to new construction and remodeling projects. 
Activities: We provide design and construction services for energy conservation in residential buildings, construction oversight and training, energy modeling and 
design evaluation, green materials research and sourcing, and materials and systems integration. 
Martinique, Laura 
Interests: 
I was appalled by the lack of attention climate change recieved during the recent campaign. A clean energy policy in the interest of closing the loop must be a priority, 
conservation should be rewarded, and large, gluttonous nations like ours need to lead in this matter. I am interested to attend this sort of conference, my first, to hear 
what has been going on.  
McCarthy, Kevin 
Activities: The UK Trade & Investment CleanTech team supports CleanTech companies in the US seeking to locate in the UK, as well as UK companies trading 
internationally in the US. 
Website:k.mccarthy@fco.gov.uk 
McDonald, Doug 
Interests:I have worked on sustainable transportation and I am currently focusing on the link between clean, renewable energy and transportation options. 
McDonough, Amy 
Activities: Tighe & Bond provides comprehensive engineering and consulting services for a sustainable future, conserving energy and water, minimizing greenhouse 
gas emissions and waste, and enhancing environmental quality.   Our expert, multidisciplinary professionals, comprised of engineers, scientists and planners deliver 
innovative, cost-effective energy strategies to a wide variety of clients.  Tighe & Bond energy staff includes LEED Accredited Professionals, Certified Cogeneration 
Professionals, Certified Power Quality Professionals, Registered Electrical Engineers and Registered Control Systems Engineers.  Our energy services include: load and 
demand management, sustainability, energy and renewable resources system design and permitting, cogeneration, facility operations for industrial sites, and energy 
conservation for water and wastewater treatment facilities.  In addition to energy conservation services, Tighe & Bond has worked with a variety of clients for 
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Interests:Groundwork Lawrence, Inc. is a locally-based 501(c) 3 non-profit organization working to create sustainable environmental change through community-based 
partnerships. Groundwork’s mission and operations are premised on the understanding that environmental conditions are inextricably linked to the economic and social 
health of a neighborhood. As a consequence, Groundwork is committed to “changing places and changing lives” through on-the-ground projects that help to transform 
local communities. To accomplish this, Groundwork leads and supports a variety of partnership-driven efforts that bring together the public, private and non-profit 
sectors to solve complex environmental problems and sustain a long-term vision for neighborhood change and renewal. 
Activities: Our projects and programs are designed to: 
• Increase Opportunities for Physical Activity through the development of parks, trails and recreational facilities that are safe, welcoming and accessible to all;  
• Increase Access to Healthy Food by creating a citywide network of community gardens, supporting the Lawrence Downtown Farmer’s Market and expanding 
opportunities for community-supported agriculture;  
• Improve the Quality of Our Air, Water and Land through brownfield redevelopment, volunteer cleanups, tree planting, water quality monitoring, and integration of 
low-impact development techniques;  
• Support Biodiversity by implementing habitat enhancement and restoration projects;  




Interest: Zeacot, Solar electricity/Heat, electric vehicles 
Activity: Installation & repair of energy-star rated heating systems.  Electric DSM and small scale renewable program on residences of Hampden County 
Meserve, Elizabeth 
Interests:I am currently working towards my masters of science in environmental studies with a focus in environmental education.  I believe that we need more clean 
energy, now! 
Meyer, Karl 
Interests:I have been interested in energy consumption issues for my entire adult life.  I lived for 16 years w/o an automobile, and now leave my car in the driveway  
most days of the week.  I bicycle.  I'm an environmental writer and communications professional.  I've published pieces on the nuclear industry and climate change. 
Miller Catherine 
Interests:Sustainability - planning, education, advocacy 
Website:pvpc.org 
Millington Patricia 
Interests:I have been looking for a new job and recently received the following job description:  
"We have recently received a job from one of our clients that could be a potential fit for your background." 
JOB DESCRIPTION: 
IMMEDIATE NEED & ACTIVELY SEEKING a DIRECTOR to lead a Project Development Group! You will lead Photovoltaic (PV) project identification, real estate, 
transmission interconnection, permitting, pre-construction design and other development activities. You will lead project-specific marketing and public outreach 
activities and take projects from identification to financial close. You must have a minimum of 10 years work experience, preferable with prior infrastructure 
development. Strong project management skills and project finance experience is preferred. You must have the ability to lead diverse teams and drive those teams 
towards financial closing. You must have a Graduate degree, with a degree in a science or management or energy related field. A comprehensive benefits package and 
so much more await the right candidate. 
Position type: Perm 
Position location: Western, CA 
Potential pay up to: XXX K $ /Yr  
This would be the job of my dreams if only it were in the Pioneer Valley. I would also expand the description to include alternative energy solutions beyond solar.  
I'm still looking and hoping for an opportunity in MA, and look forward to seeing what this Conference turns up. (resume available) 
Miss, Steve 
Interests: 
We believe that improved green technology in the automotive industry will allow for environmental and economic sustainability, and we're excited to be working with 
individuals from across the country who are developing and implementing that technology.  We feel it's important to make advancements in our industry available to 
and affordable for our customers at a local level.  Our training allows us to help drivers improve 
the efficiency of and extend the life of their automobiles.  We feel it is necessary for independently owned repair facilities to have the 
skills and knowledge to enact local change within their own communities,as the automotive industry is a major consumer of non-renewable resources. 
Activities:  
Crystal Car Care's owner and head technician trained with the leading hybrid vehicle experts in the country to expand our family owned auto 
repair business to also become the Valley's first independently owned hybrid repair facility.  We are the only independent repair garage in New England installing Plug-
in conversion kits on hybrid vehicles.  We are also working towards installing plug-in conversion kits on (non-hybrid) economy cars by 2009.  For those drivers who 
can't afford hybrids or conversions, we work towards making their current vehicles as 




Interests: Clean energy represents a huge national need to expedite transformations across changes in business, regulatory, technological, and working environments.  
As a transition and growth consultant, I know we all can add value through strategic outreach if we think larger, make connections, look at issues of re-use and scale, 
and address business and workplace complexity, context, and pattern as we seek to build and leverage sustainable innovation, collaboration, and growth. 
Activities: The Center for Semantic Excellence (CSE) is a new high-tech non-profit in Waltham aimed at Wicked Problems (multi-faceted issues with individual facet-
based pushback against change-even change widely agreed as productive).  Context can be an entire domain, such as US healthcare (a focus of actionable interest), or 
the energy-climate change nexus (a topic for economic-demographic analysis), or structures specific to a given outfit, institution, or scenario.  Stuff scales.  We offer 
research and IP in the areas of new thinking for multiply-nested ontologies, persistent agents and predictive alerts, and analytics for assessing personal intention and 
engagement and multi-regional economic-demographic impacts and forecasts.  We're also pursuing very new work in context-aware semantic technologies and related 
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organizational-social thinking and methodologies.  These practical research aims have direct applicability to the Wicked Problem containing interrelated issues across 




As a soon to be college graduate, I am very interested in connecting with a clean energy career! 
Murdoch, Karen 
Interests: Wolf Engineering provides full service engineering for the development, manufacture and test of prototype components for the aerospace, automotive and 
defense industries.  
Activities: Wolf Engineering provides unique solutions to highly technical problems. We specialize in the development of prototype components for fluid, thermal, and 




I volunteer with ECHO for Sustainable Development. 
Newlin, Paul 
Interests:I hope to teach and consult about environmental and energy policy and history. 
O'Connor, Michael 
Interests:As an attorney and an educator, I am interested in creating a web based environment to explore the legal, zoning, land use and tax challenges for homeowners 
and small businesses as we move towards an alternative energy future. 
Activities: LegalWORKS Alternative Energy Network, through a soon to be launched portal at www.legalworks.net, is interested in creating a Web 2.0 based 
environment to explore the legal, zoning, land use and tax challenges for homeowners and small businesses as we move towards an alternative energy future.  
As a resource of resources for legal, tax, and legislative issues facing the small-scale alternative energy community, legalworks.net will look to aggregate, authenticate, 
and comment on all online resources that would help the homeowner, small business owner and landowner navigate the applicable federal, state, and local issues that 
should be considered prior to their project. 
Website:www.legalworks.net 
O'Halloran, Steven 
Interests: I'm interested in regional and national policy formation. Although my current areas of study are in sustainable energy, I would like to incorporate farming, 
resource development and water issues in policy discusions. 
As a backup career I'm looking to become an energy auditor. 
Activities: I'm currently enrolled in the renewable energy program at Greenfield Community College. 
Page, Alan 
Interests:A carbon negative economy is urgently needed to maintain the present habitable state of the earth biosphere.  Clean energy can be part of this carbon negative 
economy if we choose to make it so. 
Activities: StepItUpBelchertown has formed a working group to review, test and implement carbon negative solutions. 
Pantus, Liliya 
Activities: Lutheran Social Services assists refugees that have recently moved to the United States in finding employment.  Our organization is interested in emerging 
job sectors and is exploring opportunities to train refugee clients to be employed in green jobs. 
Parker, Eric 
Website: www.pamboston.com 
Interest: We offer clean, renewable publicly traded investments, such as mutual funds, stocks and ETFs 




Interests:We are seeking new avenues of growth and potential for the possibility of adding to our products. 
Phillips, Jon 
Interests:To start up my own clean energy company as an entrepreneurial enterprise or connect with a succesful start-up or established company that I can held promote 
and grow.  My skills would best be utilized in a marketing and sales capacity to sell the company's vision, programs, and products. 
Prum, Katherine 
Interests:I develop corporate recruiting relationships, and I am extending my outreach into the clean energy sector to support Brandeis' Global Green MBA program. 
Activities: The Brandeis International Business School recently launched the "Global Green MBA," a new program designed to incorporate economic and social 
development, corporate governance, and environmental policy into business studies. 
Raczkowski, Dariusz 
Interests:My career revolves around life cycle and asset managemet. I am ensuring clients are using the most effective and efficient means to operate their businesses 
and facilities.  My hope is that we can identify local I-91 corridor organizations providing sustainable services and products that can be combined and marketed to 
provide local clients with a clean technolgoy one-stop service center.   
Activities: We are pursuing the development of a regional office focusing on sustainable initiatives tied to rebates/incentives for facilities managers and business 





Interests:Home renovations using energy efficient sources.  Entreprenuerial interest in clean energy education and distribution. 
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Activities: Installed geothermal heating and cooling system. 
Rondeau, Patrick 
Interests:MBA student with 12 years of professional experience in business development, marketing and technology who is looking to help Western MA renewable 
energy firms grow by reaching more residential and commercial customers. 
Sachs, Martin 
Interests:The MIT-Fraunhofer Center for Sustainable Energy Systems (CSE) is dedicated to serving the research needs of the sustainable energy industry by helping 
established industry players and newcomers alike move clean energy technologies from the laboratory to the production line. 
Activities: The CSE performs contract research for a wide variety of clients in a number of areas related to sustainable energy, including solar module testing and 
innovation, building efficiency, and energy device prototyping. As a member of Germany's renowned Fraunhofer Society, the Center is part of a larger network of 
worldwide institutes and alliances researching cutting-edge solutions to today's energy issues.  
Website:www.fraunhofer-cse.org 
Sawyer, William 
Interests:Alternative energy from renewable resources, Green chemistry, Green engineering 
Schoenberg, Matthew 
Interests:I am interested in finding a job/internship with a firm that seeks to develop, acquire funding, and/or invest in innovative clean energy technologies. 
Activities: I am an undergraduate senior finance major currently performing research and discovering avenues through which clean energy projects can acquire funding. 
Schofield, Clay 
Interests:Promoting the use of biofuels and other renewable energy sources. Exploring potential related economic development opportunities for Cape Cod. 
Activities: Development of the Cape Cod Renewable Fuels Partnership and including energy requirements in the current draft of the Regional Policy Plan. 
Website:www.gocapecod.org 
Schwarzer, Perry 
Interests:GCC RE/EE Student 
Schwenger, Charlie 
Interests:My company; XCO² has a purpose to involve companies in a business model that supports clean and efficient energy while maintaining effective standards.  
By creating innovative ideas and working with major automotive and distribution companies, we hope to develop relationships through individuals, communities, and 
businesses. 
Activities: My company; XCO² is a specialty engine manufacturer concentrating in an energy friendly industry.  XCO² specifies in the engineering, manufacturing, and 
distribution of biodiesel and hybrid systems on a global scale.  XCO² provides an alternative energy source to major distribution companies. 
Severin, Stephen 
Interests: 
I have had an interest in the clean energy industry for over 30 years. I attended a passive solar design program in CO in 1983, 1984 but the program was cancelled 
before I could complete it. I would like to resume that goal now and feel this conference will offer significant insight into that quest. 
Activities:  
Currently I am not directly practicing as a clean energy business. I am a landscape design/sales consultant. I also provide a wide array of landscape related services 
(independently, part time) and adhere to organic methods. In my design work I try to incorporate solar, and permaculture (edible landscapes) concepts whenever 





I am a management consultant in the clean energy field. My focus is helping clients analyze and respond to rapid developments in the field based on my expertise in 
renewable energy technologies and policy, climate change policy and impacts, and risk assessment.  
Activities:  
Navigant Consulting is a full service management consulting firm with 2,000+ employees.  Its renewable energy practice contains ~40 staff who assist private and 
public sector clients from around the world make decisions in this rapidly evolving field. 
Stanton, William 
Interests:Interested in volunteering to help Clean Energy Startups - applying 28 years of senior management business experience ranging from startups, thru IPO, to 
Fortune 500.   




Interests:Am coordinator OF UMass Teach-In on Global Warming, 2/5/09 
Produducer of 6 YouTube videos on energy 
Member of Belchertown Step-It-Up Group on Sustainability 
Writing book on Energy & Environment 
Activities: UMass has a variety of energy and environmentally related education and research programs 
Stokoe, Martin 
Interests: 
Seek to gain more insight into the technology adoption and market development challenges within this exciting industry.  
Activities:  
With over fifteen years experience successfully promoting the technology adoption of communications and networking products, my goal is to assist clean energy 
companies in overcoming similar challenges related to technology adoption and putting in place the right strategy to ensure a successful market development program. 
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The revolutionary growth of the “Green Economy” in the last several decades has created a large gap between people who have access to the technology involved and 
those who do not, between people who have the technical skills to sustain themselves and their communities and those who do not. ECHO not only intends to close this 
gap, but believes that the success of the green movement depends upon doing so.  
Activities:  
ECHO’s overarching mission is to build community assets in a mutually beneficial relationship that is community driven for sustainable development, addressing socio-
economic and environmental justice issues. ECHO intends to use our success as a template for challenged communities to adopt sustainable practices to generate 
workforce and entrepreneurship development. We recognize that not only are environmentally friendly businesses and policies the responsible paths for our future, but 
they are also the inevitable paradigm of our current and future generation of energy policy, both nationally and internationally.  
ECHO for Sustainable Development is working to build community assets by organizing cross-sectors in different communities of the Commonwealth around 
renewable energy, green jobs, and building strategic alliances.  
We are dedicated to:  
•    Generate a “green jobs culture” and industry in Western Massachusetts.  
•    Build “Green Economy” capacity of our local workforce and industry through:  
o    Apprenticeship programs, 
o    Encourage entrepreneurship, and 
o    Building community-worker owned enterprises.  
•    Create a leadership development program based on mutual learning practices with labor, community-based organizations, learning institutions, and business, to 




Interests:I am currently employed as an analytics technician at sunethanol, a small Amherst based R&D biofuel company.  I believe strongly in building on the concepts 
of clean technology and energy conservation. I would like to learn more about other clean energy and green companies in the Valley. 
Tambe, Gautam 
Interests: 
- Greening coordinator for Babson College's Net Impact.  Have effected significant changes in that role. 
- Active member of the Babson Energy and Environmental Club.  Working on various cleantech projects like solar panel installation, composting, campus 
sustainability, offshore wind turbines among others. 
Tanner, Lori 
Interests:Economic development issues 
Activities: Planning, education 
Website:pvpc.org 
Tautznik, Michael 
Interests:Public procurement opportunities.  Website:www.easthampton.org 
Tino, Nicholas 
Interests:I am currently a Undergraduate Mechanical Engineer at the University of Massachusetts Amherst.  I will be graduating in the Spring and am interested in 
working in the wind, solar, or hydrogen fuel cell fields of engineering.  I am currently in a Wind Energy course and will be in a Solar Energy course in the Spring 
semester.  I feel as though developing green technology is going to be the most important aspect of science for years to come and I desire to be a part of that. 
Activities: The University of Massachusetts Amherst is involved in green technology through the Renewable Energy Research Lab (RERL) and has been involved with 
wind turbine research and prototyping for many years. 
Tirrell, Isaac 
Interests: 
former grad student in a transition period interested in renewable sustainable energy, sustainable agriculture, and vertical farming.  also have a keen interest in the 
utilization of hemp for clean energy source. planning to go to grad school for renewable and sustainable energy and economics. 
Titcomb, Jeffery 
Interests:sales, marketing, education, administration, project management 
Activities: Currently working in sales and marketing for a solar electric and solar hot water installation company 
Torn, Cody 
Interests:LocalGreenie.org is supportive of green and sustainable business practices, including clean energy. 
Activities: LocalGreenie.org is a directory of socially responsible businesses and non-profits. The site allows businesses to share their practices, including alternative 
energy, efficiency, and reduction, with consumers.  
Website:www.localgreenie.org 
Tuason Mata, Camille 
Interests:I am interested in permaculture for urban planning and local food systems.  Within this, I have corresponding interests in community-based economies and 
urban design. 
Activities: The ECOPlanning Institute engages in community-based planning processes that emphasizes ecology planning, specifically green waste systems, organic 
agriculture, and permaculture urban designs. 
Website:http://www.ecoplanninginstitute.vpweb.com 
Union, Larry 
Interests: My professional interest in clean energy is to advance the cause of sustainability as quickly as possible! 
Activities: Northeast Biodiesel and Co-op Power are involved in sustainable biofuels production, energy conservation and efficiency and development of renewable 
energy generation 
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Interests:I am particularly interested in developing and utilizing clean energy/green development in urban areas.  How can we recycle in buildings with 8 or more 
families?  How can we use solar panels or wind turbines to help low-income families? 
Activities: Nueva Esperanza operates two yout programs. El Arco Iris, works with youth 9-15 years of age.  In the past they worked at documenting sites in their 
neighborhood that were contaiminated.  Tehy are looking into developing a recycling program in a 123 unit housing project. 
Our other program is YouthBuild Holyoke. We work with youth who have droped out of school, helping them study for their GED and learn work skills.  We have been 
focused on construction and community service projects and are looking at "green" development as a way to provide additional opportunities for our youth. 
Website:nuevaesperanzacdc.org 
Veryser, Stephen 
Interests:I am interested in applying my management and engineering expertise to the green technology sector.  I am also interested in the carbon sequestration 
advantages of organic farming and exploring the renewable energy business model presented by the organic farming model.  
Activities: I am a graduate student in a management degree program.  In my current field research, I am acting as the principal investigator in a renewable energy 
feasibility study with an organic dairy farm in Vernon, VT.  We are exploring the options of biomass, solar, wind and biodigester power. 
Vogel, Mary 
Interests:As a nonprofit representig the building trades and  contractors, we are interested in green job opportunities for our members.  
Activities: We address workforce development opportunities in construction. The implementation of Clean enrgy technologies will provide jobs in our industry. 
Von Goeler, Ruth 
Website:greennorthampton.org 
Wallace, Ryan 
Interests:Interested in transition strategies for clean energy. 
Activities: Currently pursuing Master's degree in Regional Planning at UMASS. This topic is related to my thesis. 
Wang, Yiting 
Interests:solar power(esp. concentrated solar power) 
Webster, Alan 
Interests:I am a Licensed Electrician in both Massachusetts and Connecticut with over 30 years experiance in residencial,commercial industrial,and institutional 
electrical installations. I am interested in either starting my own buisiness or finding gainful employment to include Solar and Wind Energy Power Sources   
Weil, Ben 
Interests:Doctoral candidate in environmental studies researching the history of renewable energy policies. Currently developing mini-hydro start-up. 
White, Kaiba 
Interests: I hope to work on either clean energy policy or implementation upon graduating in May 2009.  I have some policy experience working with nonprofits, but 
feel there is a lot to be done in the private sector as well. 
Wilson, Bob 
Interests:Activities: Nat'l accredited training program specializing in photo voltaic and residential wind power installations 
Wright, Michael 
Activities: University research in fuel cells, photovoltaics, hydrogen, and other chemistry-enabled clean energy paths.  Also innovation, research parks, and economic 
development.  MassCREST is a multidisciplinary research institute at the University of Massachusetts Amherst dedicated to clean energy through chemistry.  Its Center 
for Fueling the Future, an NSF-supported Center for Chemical Innovation, coordinates research on proton transport for fuel cells and related chemistry-enabled clean 
energy research.  
Website:www.chem.umass.edu/masscrest/ 
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A great many individuals and organizations have dedicated themselves professionally and personally to the 
cause of building a robust and inclusive green economy in our region, our nation, and throughout the world.  
We are grateful that a number of them are among this event’s presenters, sponsors, affiliates, and attendees. 
 
The following individuals were particularly generous with their time in support of the First Annual Clean Energy 
Connections Conference and Opportunity Fair: 
 
Larry Martin Hampden Regional Employment Board Planning Committee 
Lori Tanner Pioneer Valley Planning Commission Planning Committee 
Paul Tangredi Environmental Compliance Services (ECS) Planning Committee 
Nancy Bair Greenfield Community College Planning Committee 
Karen Ribeiro Harold Grinspoon Charitable Foundation, Ener-G-Save Planning Committee 
Barbara Pearson UMass Amherst Research Liaison and Development (RL&D) Planning Committee 
Karen Hayes UMass Amherst Research Liaison and Development Planning Committee 
Terri Howard Holyoke Community College Planning Committee 
Michelle Wonsey UMass Amherst Research Liaison and Development Planning Committee 
John Laux Greendustry Park Planning Committee 
Lynn Benander Co-op Power Planning Committee 
Natalie Blais Office of Congressman John Olver Planning Committee 
Patricia Crosby Franklin-Hampshire Regional Employment Board Planning Committee 
David Limero UMass Amherst Student Webmaster 
Glendene Lemard UMass Amherst Department of Public Health, Managing Director, 
Springfield Partnership - RL&D 
Springfield Liaison 
Eric Greene UMass Amherst Student and Founder, Pioneer Valley Renewable 
Energy Association 
Student Outreach 
Eesha Williams UMass Amherst Student and RL&D staff member Student and Media 
Outreach 
Kathryn Swaim Independent Organizational Leadership and Management Specialist Conference Notebook 
Editor 
Linda Plano Massachusetts Technology Transfer Center Consigliere 
 
We would also like to thank: 
o The MassMutual Center; 
o The City of Springfield; 
o Pioneer Valley Planning Commission & the Trustees of the Pioneer Valley Plan for Progress 
o University of Massachusetts Conference Services 
o Professor Robert Pollin; 
o The Political Economy Research Institute at UMass Amherst  
o Bracken Hendricks;  
o All the panelists and presenters; 
o Our sponsors and affiliates;  
o Our volunteers; and 
o All the attendees. 
 
Archival storage of our conference proceedings is provided by ScholarWorks  
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